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GUMSum
• a challenge test containing 213 summaries covering 12 genres for English Abstractive Summarization
• based on the English UD treebank, GUM (Zeldes, 2017), containing 200K tokens and gold entity annotations 

• human-written summaries following carefully defined guidelines targeting the follow three goals: 

• substitutive: i.e., informative, functioning as a substitute for reading a text (c.f. Edmundson, 1969;  Nenkova and 
McKeown 2011) rather than indicative (e.g., ’clickbait’ designed to attract readership)

• faithful: adhering to original formulations wherever possible 

• hallucination-free: 
• summaries make a strong effort not to add any information (even if it is likely to be true), 
• mentioning only entities and events actually contained in the text

• a double-annotated subset (24 docs in the GUM test of UD release) to support inter-annotator agreement and multiple-
reference evaluation 

General and Genre-specific Guidelines

General Guidelines: a domain-general, 
substitutive, maximally concise format 
constrained to: 

[1] have at most one sentence / 380 characters 

[2] have the goal of replacing reading the text 

[3] give participants /time/place/ manner of events 

[4] form a sentence rather than a fragment 

[5] Omit distracting information 

[6] avoid entities or information not present in the  
      text, even if we are fairly sure it is true

[7] reject synonyms for words in the text
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✅ On March 23, 1999, five bank robbers plundered the vault of First National Bank in        
      Poughkeepsie, NY and escaped in a bus they had stolen.           >> follows  [1][3][4]

🙅 Bank robbers plundered a vault and escaped.               >> violates [3]: underspecified

🙅 Bank robbers who robbed a bank in Poughkeepsie were never caught by police. 
  >>  violates [6]: introducing an entity NOT in the original text
  >>  violates [7]: substituting ‘robbed’ for ‘plundered’, a deviation from the original text’s style

Automatic Evaluation

BLEURT Scores by Genre for Each Scenario (whow=how-to guides, 
voyage=travel guides).

Human Evaluation & Qualitative Analysis

• asked 12 Linguistics students ($20.29/hour; 1.5 hours) to evaluate the full texts and the summaries of the 24 
documents in the test set of GUM V9 (source) and to produce an additional summary for their assigned texts

• substitutivity, faithfulness, hallucination, human preferences, and English quality
• open-ended questions regarding difficulties or challenges encountered when writing a one-sentence summary for 

the assigned genres 

• Hallucinations from GPT3-DV2, BRIO, and SimCLS were more pronounced:
• designating a speaker mentioning retirement as an attendee of a seminar about retirement, which was not mentioned 
• adding to a textbook excerpt on the Civil War by calling it the longest,  most expensive conflict in US history

• Human violations in hallucination / faithfulness were rare and subtle, resulting from evaluators adhering to 
guidelines very literally: 
• a human summary's use of the pronoun ’she' in reference to a vlogger whose pronouns had not been stated is a form of hallucination
• a mention of ‘Washington' in a news article was a faithfulness issue due to the ambiguity of the place resulting from without 

specifying ‘DC’
• Typical hallucinated lead about journalists in the BRIO output (conversation, top)
• Systems failed to capture the site controversy in the 2nd half of the document while both humans did (news, bottom)

conversation

news

📹 ✅ Ash tells about her day, which includes a yoga class, marketing brand management class, 
doing some work while having coffee at Saxby's, and finally cooking pasta with peppers for dinner 
together with her boyfriend Harry.

• system outputs from two recent supervised systems, BRIO 
(Liu et al., 2022) and SimCLS (Liu and Liu, 2021), as well as 
prompt-based outputs using a GPT3 model (Brown et al., 
2020), GPT3-text-davinci-002 (GPT3-DV2), with the prompt 
‘Summarize the text above in one sentence.’

• BRIO-FT: fine-tune BRIO’s trained-model on XSum

• All systems exhibited some hallucinations and 
unfaithfulness. 

• Fine-tuning was particularly helpful for summarizing 
conversations, Reddit, and how-to guides, on which all 
systems struggled. 

• For humans, genre differences were much less pronounced, 
with lowest scores surprisingly for news. 


